Abstract Author-level bibliometric indicators are becoming a standard tool in research assessment. It is important to investigate what these indicators actually measure to assess their appropriateness in scholar ranking and benchmarking average individual levels of performance. 17 author-level indicators were calculated for 512 researchers in Astronomy, Environmental Science, Philosophy and Public Health. Indicator scores and scholar rankings calculated in Web of Science (WoS) and Google Scholar (GS) were analyzed. The indexing policies of WoS and GS were found to have a direct effect on the amount of available bibliometric data, thus indicator scores and rankings in WoS and GS were different, correlations between 0.24 and 0.99. High correlation could be caused by scholars in bottom rank positions with a low number of publications and citations in both databases. The hg indicator produced scholar rankings with the highest level of agreement between WoS and GS and rankings with the least amount of variance. Expected average performance benchmarks were influenced by how the mean indicator value was calculated. Empirical validation of the aggregate mean h-index values compared to previous studies resulted in a very poor fit of predicted average scores. Rankings based on author-level indicators are influenced by (1) the coverage of papers and citations in the database, (2) how the indicators are calculated and, (3) the assessed discipline and seniority. Indicator rankings display the visibility of the scholar in the database not their impact in the academic community compared to their peers. Extreme caution is advised when choosing indicators and benchmarks in scholar rankings.
Introduction
Publication and citation rankings are interesting to study as they reflect only the countable aspects of ''research quality'' and scholarly performance, in this case the highly specialized activity of writing articles. Despite this, rankings are used in evaluations of career, and in funding and tenure decisions. The amount of publications and citations credited to a researcher is different in different citation databases. As a result, the calculation of authorlevel indicators using publication and citation data from different databases can produce different values (Bar-Ilan 2008) . Logically the resulting indication of the impact of a scholar is highly database dependent and consequently the meaningfulness of author-level indicators as indications of researcher impact in the academic community is questionable. We know this because the consistency between citation databases such as Web of Science (WoS), Scopus and Google Scholar (GS) has previously been thoroughly investigated, i.a. (Yang et al. 2006; Li et al. 2010 ). This paper expands upon what is already known. First, the paper investigates what different bibliometric counting methods on data from WoS and GS mean for our expectations of average scholar performance. Then, how each indicator mathematically combines both publication and citation counts is examined, followed by a study of where scholarly rankings from the two databases correlate.
The Thomson Reuters' Web of Science (WoS) database is recognized as an authoritative citation index for citation analysis. WoS is a structured citation database that indexes selected publications from over 12,000 journals, covering the majority of significant scientific results, and linking to citing articles within these included and excluded journals. Through extensive evaluation of content, author-diversity, citedness and timeliness, journals are added or deleted each year. This means that the indexing policies of WoS have a direct effect on the value of author-level indicators (Testa 2012) . Different versions of the WoS database permit access to different indexes within WoS, thus analyses can result in a fuller or less complete picture of the scholar's work. Further, the limited coverage of some disciplines can result in only partial representation of a scholar's body of work. Indexing policies limit the collection to (1) specific types of scholarly output (articles, reviews, some conference papers) and (2) cited references from every item in every journal covered in WoS whether or not the cited work is also covered as a source publication. If however the cited work is not a WoS source publication, only citations for the first author are covered (Roediger 2006; Meho and Yang 2007) . Other important scholarly outlets are ignored, such as reports, working papers, dissertations, encyclopedia articles, etc., and in this age of evaluation all research output has importance. There is also concern of the overrepresentation of American and UK-based journals to the detriment of nonEnglish language publications (Archambault and Gagné 2004; Meho and Yang 2007) .
GS is increasingly becoming a serious competitor as a citation database that can provide more transparency in scholar assessment. It is free, and allows the citation counts and computations of indicators to be replicated by anyone with internet access (Harzing 2008; Smith 2008) . It is also reputedly better at providing coverage of non-English language publications from the Social Sciences and Humanities, but as coverage is uncertain, this might not be the case (Neuhaus et al. 2006) . Like WoS, GS has its own automatically generated author-level indicators, (Connor 2011) . Unlike WoS, GS is a web-crawler that includes all types of articles, teaching materials, conference papers, slide presentations, technical reports, dissertations and other types of scholarly, scientific and non-academic output from across the Web. Thus the advantage of GS is that it links to publications and citing articles on the internet to give a more complete picture of the researcher. Yet because of this linking structure, GS also links to irrelevant documents and is still missing important publishers and top ranking journals, with partially indexed digital collections (Jacsó 2008) . There is a reported 15 week delay for newly published items, meaning that Google Scholar is not as regularly updated as WoS (Jacsó 2005; Neuhaus et al. 2006; Harzing 2008) . Further as GS does not have an open indexing policy there have only been estimates about the extent of its disciplinary coverage (Wilson 2007; Harzing 2014; Kosmoloulos and Pumain 2014) .
The lack of peer-review and quality assurance of publications in GS is a problem, and publication and citation data requires thorough cleaning before any indicator values can be calculated. Whichever database the publication and citation data comes from, WoS or GS, the data has to be verified and cleaned for typographical errors in the source papers and in the references, for name ambiguity, duplicates and missing data before bibliometric indicators are calculated. Meho and Yang (2007) , reported that it took them 30 times longer to collect and process the data that they needed from GS as compared to data from WoS.
There are basically three ways to calculate author-level impact: count the publications, count the citations or combine the publication and citation counts to create a ''hybrid indicator''. Publication and citation counts are traditionally used to indicate the influence or impact that a scholar has within the academic community. Yet if a scholar has a high citation count, it does not mean that his/her work is excellent or that all of the individual's works are highly cited. Citations are not given equally to all publications, some papers can be highly cited, and some receive only a few citations, while others remain uncited or are too new to have been cited at all. Hybrid measures attempt to correct for this skewed distribution of citations across publications by calculating citation counts normalized to the number of papers that are performing well or by recomposing the mathematical properties of the indicator, to produce a measure of productivity and effect in a single number. The mathematical properties of these indicators are presented when the indicator is first introduced to the bibliometric community, often through an empirical example, i.a. (Zhang 2009) . When different indicators are compared, i.a. (Schreiber et al. 2012) , tests are usually carried out to see if they are intuitively and mathematically reasonable and this includes assessing the degree to which an indicator has a strong correlation with other indicators (Waltman and van Eck 2012) . As this paper uses the h-index, h, in an empirical validation a brief introduction of the characteristics of h follows: Hirsch's h, is the best known example of a hybrid indicator (Hirsch 2005) though it is by no means a consistent indicator of a researcher's overall scientific impact. h has in some tests of its convergent validity correlated well with peer judgments of research performance (Van Raan 2006; Bornmann and Marx 2011) , while other tests have shown how the h can be inconsistent in certain forms of research assessment (Costas and Bordons 2007; van Leeuwen 2008) . Fundamentally h behaves in a counterintuitive way in scholar ranking because of a mathematical inconsistency that cannot be remedied, which is also present in a derivate of h. As Waltman and van Eck (2012) explain, the way h aggregates publication and citation statistics in a single number, means that scholars who are ranked relative to each other, can have their ranked position reversed even when they have achieved the same relative or absolute performance improvement. Even though the robustness and appropriateness of h is questioned, the appeal of measuring the overall impact of a set of publications using one integer number has led to variations of h that attempt to correct for its flaws and still allow researchers to benefit from its advantages. h has also inspired new methods of mathematically manipulating the number of citations to papers in order to improve the estimation of a scholar's impact. The advantages and disadvantages of h can be found in i.a. (Costas and Bordons 2007; Alonso et al. 2009; Schreiber et al. 2012) .
Author-level bibliometric indicators are dependent on the database used to identify a scholar's publications and citations and this is because databases vary in scope. In this paper, specific ways of counting and combining publications and citations are examined, i.e. how the mathematical properties of the indicators affect indicator values and how they can also affect the correlation between scholar rankings when calculated using two fundamentally different databases. Differences in the numerical values of 17 simple authorlevel indicators in WoS and GS for 512 scholars across four disciplines are examined: Astronomy and Astrophysics, Environmental Science, Philosophy, and Public Health. Previously these indicators have been examined in detail in Wildgaard et al. (2014) and in other extensive reviews of author-level indicators including i.a. (Alonso et al. 2009; Panaretos and Malesios 2009) . The disciplines were chosen from the Natural Sciences, Social Sciences and the Humanities because they represent a broad variation in publication types and citation traditions. The dataset allows us to study rankings of individual scholars from different fields and with different demographics using author-level indicators, and to subsequently analyze the relationship between scholar and indicator construction.
The present study poses three research questions:
1. Do rankings with author-level indicators in WoS and GS produce similar scholar ranks? 2. Do different counting methods affect our concept of the ''average'' scholar?
And consequently: 3. Do discipline and seniority affect scholar rankings and our concept of the average scholar?
To answer these questions this paper studies the mathematical properties of the 17 indicators and examines how different counting methods can affect our concept of a benchmark ''average'' and help determine if rankings overall can produce useful information about individual-level performance. Scholars are assessed on the basis of field ''averages'', or more locally on the basis of the ''average'' performance of their peers, thus it is important to consider how the average is calculated when it is used as a benchmark for distinguishing the ''above average'' from the ''below average'' scholars. The mathematical properties of indicators used in the rankings and likewise the statistical assumptions used in estimating the significance of the correlation between rankings must also be critically appraised. It might seem obvious that how something is counted and analyzed determines the result but often the significance tests we make in correlations are so habitual that we forget to question their appropriateness. The 17 indicators are presented in Table 1 .
The 17 indicators are categorized as follows:
Publication-based indicators:
indicate the productivity of the researcher and include P, Page, App. Page is adjusted for the age of the publications, and App is adjusted for the number of authors written in the author byline of each paper. Citation-based indicators:
indicate the effect or reception of the scholar's publications by their peers. Effect is counted as citations, as in C and CPP, AWCR, AWCRpa. AWCR is adjusted for the age of the publications, and AWCRpa is the number of citations normalized for the number of authors written on the author byline of each paper. indicate the productivity and effect of the scholar in a single number. h, h and h2 summarize the structure of citations to publications. AW normalizes for age, h-norm allows across field comparison for multidisciplinary researchers and supplements h by including the lower-cited papers h ignores, while the e-index supplements h by calculating the value of highly cited papers; g allows greater distinction between the order of researchers and hg allows a greater granularity in rankings of scholars with similar h-and g-indices. M-quotient and mg-quotient are the h and g indices divided by the Page indicator.
There are many different indicators that could have been included in the analyses in this paper. The indicators were chosen because: they are accessible for non-bibliometricians to use in scholar assessments, they are simple to calculate, they aim to measure concepts such as quality and quantity, excellence, the impact of the best papers, and they also enable cross field comparisons. These concepts are defined in the source papers listed in Table 1 . The hybrid indicators are constructed to use just basic mathematical properties such as division, subtraction, the mode, geometric mean, square root or cube root of all or selected citations and publications. Once we understand how indicators combine both publications and citations using basic mathematical properties, our comparison of indicator performance across databases can move beyond discussions of the ''scope'' of database indexing policies.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: in the next section the data and method are presented; followed by the result section, a discussion of the findings, their implications and a comparison to related literature that compiles the motivation for this study. A brief discussion of the methodological limitations of the paper follows, before the conclusions and recommendations are presented.
Data and methods

Data sources and dataset
Publication and citation data was collected in Google Scholar 1 (GS), using Harzing's Publish or Perish (POP) 2 and Thomson Reuters' Web of Science (WoS) database, accessed through Copenhagen University Library. Citations to duplicate publications in GS were combined in POP to remove duplicate citations, in WoS the relatively few duplicates and citations were sorted manually.
Through a previous online questionnaire of 2544 European scholars, 741 scholars with online curriculum vitae and publication lists were identified as part of the ACUMEN FP7 project.
3 These scholars represent different academic seniorities and nationalities within the fields of Astronomy (n = 192), Environmental Science (n = 195), Philosophy (n = 222) and Public Health (n = 132). The questionnaire provided demographic information for each scholar: age, gender, nationality, current affiliation, academic seniority; a brief description of the scholar's specialty within the discipline and links to their online curriculum vitae (CV), publication lists and other dissemination channels used. Each scholar's publications and the citations to their works were collected in WoS and GS. These two datasets were combined, and only scholars represented in both databases were included in the final sample of researchers. Ultimately publication and citation data of 512 scholars: 190 from Astronomy, 99 from Environmental Science, 155 from Philosophy and 68 from Public Health, were used for the analysis. The sample produced 22,143 journal papers and received in total 423,371 citations from other journal papers in WoS. In GS it was possible to identify 52,227 publications and overall 746,985 citations, see Table 2 . The version of WoS used in this study did not include conference papers, which significantly reduced the amount of papers found for some of the scholars in the dataset, especially in Astronomy and Environmental Science where conferences are an important channel for presenting, discussing and developing current investigations. Philosophy was weakly represented in WoS.
Data collection
Even though both CV and publication lists were included in the dataset, name ambiguity was still a problem, especially for scholars with common surnames within the same disciplines, and researchers with both a surname and a family name, which is common in Spanish and Scandinavian countries. The latter surname problem resulted in different variations in the registered order of the author's name. To address the name problem, the title of each publication was searched and verified to the corresponding scholar's publication list. However, as not all of the publication lists were up-to-date or listed all publications, some scholars were perhaps not credited with all publications that belonged to them. Further, not all publication lists were written in English, especially in Philosophy and Environmental Science where mixed language CVs were common, as the importance of the subject matter on a national level determined the language of the publication. Google Translate was used to translate titles and abstracts to ensure foreign language publications were credited the correct scholar. Indicators were calculated using Excel.
Method
The first part of the investigation assessed whether or not different counting methods might affect our concept of the ''average'' scholar and if author-level indicators are indeed indicators of scholar performance or if they are indicators of the performance of the database. To this end Franceschet's (2010) comparative study of indicators' arithmetic mean values is developed by using instead the harmonic mean, which compensates for extreme outliers in the citation and publication data. Each scholar's score for each indicator was calculated using data from WoS and GS. The harmonic and arithmetic mean value for each indicator across all scholars within the same discipline were calculated and then the ratio between WoS and GS mean indicator values were computed (Tables 4, 5, 6, 7). The results were empirically validated to previous studies of average values. Due to the variability in the amount of publications and citations a scholar has indexed in WoS and GS, the concept of ''average performance'' can have a range of predictions. As seen in the above analysis, the harmonic and arithmetic mean provide very different representations of the term ''average'' thus making it difficult to establish the most correct representation. Furthermore, assessing if a scholar is performing above or below an average is highly dependent on where and how this average is calculated.
To investigate the appropriateness of the calculated averages in WoS and GS, an example results from Astronomy was compared to previous studies that have investigated the average h-index. These studies use data from the NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS), which is the dominant means by which astronomers search, access and read their technical literature. ADS is a database accepted by astronomers and astrophysicists as a comprehensive index; therefore in this comparison it is assumed that the estimates of average hvalues in ADS-studies present more accurate disciplinary averages and will consequently allow comparison with this paper's h-values calculated in WoS and GS. Overall, the two values will help us to assess how well the assumptions of harmonic and arithmetic distribution present a fair model of average performance. The h-index only adds information when authorship is accounted for, is normalized for the specialty and plotted as a function of time. The statistics presented here are used to investigate the h averages of scholars across databases and different counting methods, and hence this paper does not address the very important discussion of the actual usefulness of the metric. The validation model is taken from Hagen's study of bibliometric counting methods (Hagen 2008) where:
n is the total number of empirical observations, O is the empirical observation, and E is the model prediction.
In the second part of the investigation scholar rankings produced using indicators calculated on data from WoS and GS are analyzed. The aim is to understand the extent to which the different indicator values calculated in the two data sources produce different rankings at the disciplinary and at the seniority level. The exact rank of the researcher and the standard deviation of the difference between ranks in each database are compared. It is particularly interesting to identify if there are indicators that produce the same ranking in both databases regardless of the different structure and content of the databases. For each discipline the indicators are correlated using Kendall's tau rank correlation coefficient (s) (Kendall 1955) , as s is an alternative to the typical correlation using Pearson's r that uses the standard deviation as a measure of dispersion which would not be an appropriate analysis for the skewed dataset used in this paper. To understand where the correlation between scholar rankings in WoS and GS actually lies, and to investigate the effect the rankings have on the performance of the scholar, the change in rank positions of scholars in both databases are mapped.
Results
Distribution of publication and citation counts Figure 1 shows boxplots for the number of publications and the number of citations found in WoS and GS for the four disciplines. GS identifies more publications and more citations than WoS. In both WoS and GS the high value outliers in both publications and citations for Astronomy, Environmental Science and Public Health represents the same researchers. In Philosophy different researchers are the outliers in publication count compared to citation count, and these outliers are different scholars in WoS compared to GS.
In order to better comprehend the log-scales, Table 3 shows the minimum and maximum values for each discipline and in WoS and GS. Before analyzing the differences in scholar rank position, it is important to assess the composition of the data in WoS and GS. This will help in understanding the base composition of the indicators used to rank the scholars. The harmonic, x h , and arithmetic mean, x, values for each indicator are presented in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. The ratio is calculated as the harmonic mean indicator value in GS divided by the harmonic mean indicator value in WoS. The ratio of the arithmetic means in WoS and GS is calculated in the same way. It is expected the WoS scores to be smaller than the GS scores because of the wider range of available data in GS than in WoS, and thus the ratio between indicator values in WoS and GS for all indicators greater than 1.
The immediate observations for both harmonic and arithmetic mean values are as follows:
Publication-based indicators
The numerical values of the publication-based indicators calculated in GS were higher than the values for the indicators calculated in WoS. GS identified about four times more publications than WoS for Environmental Science and Philosophy and nearly twice as many publications for Astronomy and Public Health. GS found older papers than WoS in all disciplines, and the average APP was noticeably higher in GS for Philosophy but little difference was observed for the other disciplines.
Citation-based indicators
WoS produced on average a lower C than GS for scholars in Environmental Science, Philosophy and Public Health, while WoS produced higher C in Astronomy. However, as proportionally fewer publications to more citations were found in WoS and more publications to fewer citations in GS, the indicator CPP returns similar averages in Astronomy, Environmental Science and Public Health, ratio about 1. In Philosophy CPP is two times smaller in WoS than GS and the AWCR and AWCRpa indicator in this discipline is over 7 times smaller. In the other three disciplines, the AWCR is between 1.3 and 4 times smaller in WoS than GS and the AWCR two times smaller.
Hybrid indicators
There is little difference between the hybrid indicator ratios within Astronomy, Environmental Science and Public Health. Yet the ratios differ greatly within Philosophy, Table 6 , particularly the g-index, x h 8:5 ( x3:7). The h-norm and the hg indices appear stable across both databases in Philosophy, ratio B1.5, and the results show that hg also provides very similar indicator values to Philosophy in the other disciplines, ratio WoS to GS, x h 1:1, ( x1:1). In Astronomy and Public Health the ratio for h, h, m_quot, h-norm, g, hg, mg, e and Scientometrics (2015) x18. Likewise the harmonic h mean in GS x h 16 appears to capture a typical average h-value (Harmean GS) whereas the harmonic h mean in WoS x h 9:4 appears to underestimate average h-index values (Harmean WoS). Overall the differences between reported h-index values and the models were large indicating that neither model is a good fit.
Lack of fit
The fit to the harmonic and arithmetic h-index values was quantified by a standardized score that estimated the overall departure from the model's prediction in WoS at x h 1:95, x 0:38 and in GS x h 1:36, x 0.37, Fig. 3 . A perfect fit would result in a value of 0.00. Neither model fits the empirical data very well. The harmonic mean in WoS shows the greatest disagreement with model prediction and empirical data with a standardized departure score of 1.95, a fivefold increase over the arithmetic mean in WoS. Kamphuis & van der Kruit (2010) , Gratton (2014) and Redner (2010) Correlation between scholar rankings in GS and WoS
In the following the differences and similarities in scholar rank position based on the indicators calculated on WoS and GS data are investigated. Table 8 presents (Gorard 2003) . The funnel shape of the data-points in the projection of the publication and citation indicators warn cautious interpretation and supplementing the statistical analysis with manual judgment is an appropriate solution.
The hg indicator displayed a stronger correlation coefficient than any other indicator in this analysis, and could be a possible indicator of scholar performance across both WoS and GS. The high correlation, illustrated in the projection of the hg index, see Fig. 6 , strongly indicates that the scholars in WoS and GS are probably ranked in the same position, as the s values represent the probability that the observed data are in the same order versus the probability that the observed data are not in the same order. However, the s value still does not tell us anything about where the agreement lies in the rankings, i.e. if the same scholars are ranked in the middle, the bottom or randomly spread over the entire rank in WoS and GS. The scholars were divided into their seniorities and then into top 25 %, middle 50 % and bottom 25 % and the rank positions compared. The results are presented in Table 9 . Each cell shows the Kendall correlation coefficient and the number of researchers that have the same rank position in both WoS and GS. The top ten scholars ranked using any of the indicators were generally the same in both WoS and GS, but ranked in a different order, moving about ±3 rank positions. It was not possible to detect a pattern in shift in rank position in the middle group of scholars and likewise for the scholars that were ranked at the bottom, since the strength of the agreement is dependent on the indicator used to rank the scholars. These observations are illustrated in Fig. 7 , for simplicity illustrating only a portion of the data. WoS ranks the bottom scholars using publication indicators between 1 and 14 rank positions lower than in GS, but the rank uses the same scholars in both databases, whereas ranking using citation count includes different scholars in the bottom 10 in both databases. Most noticeable is that indicators that normalize for academic age, Page, m-quotient, mg-quotient, or the number of authors, App, or normalize citations across all publications, CPP, h-norm, produce very different scholar rankings in WoS and GS. Hybrid indicators that use only the productive papers and the geometric mean in their computations, h2, hg, h, AW, produce very similar scholar rankings in WoS and GS. The hg indicator produced the highest rank agreement, see Fig. 7 . The rankings are illustrated in Fig. 7 using Associate Professors from Public Health, but the same disparity in rankings was observed in Astronomy, Environmental Science and Philosophy. Philosophy presents an interesting case study. The top, middle and bottom ranked scholars are different in WoS and GS across all indicators but when the hg indicator is used to rank scholars, see Fig. 8 , the same scholars are ranked top and middle (though in different rank positions) with a strong agreement between databases in regards to the bottom ranked scholars, hence the strong correlation shown in Table 9 . AW_gs  ħ  ħ_gs  h  h_gs  mquot  mquot_gs hnorm  hnorm_gs g  g_gs  hg  hg_gs  mg  mg_gs  e  e_gs  h2  h2_gs  1  713  713  713  713  713  713  713  713  757  736  759  713  713  713  713  713  759  759  713  713   2  759  759  740  740  740  740  719  717  725  726  740  759  740  740  719  759  740  713  740  740   3  740  740  759  759  759  759  717  759  721  721  713  740  759  759  759  717  713  740  759  759   4  752  752  752  752  752  752  759  730  754  730  752  752  752  752  717  730  752  752  752  752   5  748  748  737  737  748  737  760  719  726  737  737  737  737  737  730  719  737  737  737  737   6  717  717  748  748  717  717  720  760  730  724  717  743  717  717  712  743  746  743  748  748   7  737  743  717  743  737  748  752  743  736  757  760  730  748  748  752  752  730  730  717  743   8  760  737  760  717  760  760  712  752  724  712  746  717  760  760  737  760  714  714  760  717   9  719  714  743  730  743  743  743  740  745  754  714  714  743  743  760  720  717  746  743 507  506  507  506  507  559  551  495  542  529  496  557  503  503  503  562  506  539  507  506  41  503  508  509  548  549  546  509  492  509  532  539  495  522  522  522  557  503  548  549  548  42  509  548  527  551  509  549  503  559  511  495  507  551  496  496  496  543  522  559  509  551  43  527  546  503  542  503  496  527  529  503  492  509  542  562  562  562  495  515  495  503  542  44  549  536  549  536  527  506  522  549  522  559  517  546  506  506  506  492  562  557  496  536  45  542  551  496  539  522  542  549  515  496  490  503  559  551  551  551  559  557  536  506  539  46  506  559  542  559  496  536  496  543  506  502  562  536  542  542  542  529  492  508  542  559  47  496  539  522  502  506  539  506  536  549  558  529  539  536  536  536  536  529  546  527  502  48  522  515  506  546  542  502  542  539  515  549  502  502  539  539  539  539  536  562  522  546  49  536  492  536  492  536  492  536  508  536  515  549  515  502  502  502  508  539  492  539  492  50  539  529  539  515  539  515  539  551  539  506  515  492  515  515  515  551  551  529  536  515  51  502  502  502  529  502  529  502  502  502  543  506  529  529  529  529  502  502  502  502  529  52  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  512  53  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545  545 Variation between scholar rank position in WoS and GS Matching exact rank position was not informative about the rank position of 50 % of ''middle'' scholars and unsuccessful in underpinning the stability of indicators in scholar rankings. The indicators variability was determined by calculating the standard deviation of the difference in scholar rank position (calculated from the matched pairs). Scholars were compared within seniority and in WoS and GS, Table 10 . The differences were normally distributed. Table 10 is interpreted as follows: the mean is 0 (no change), a standard deviation of 5.0 means that 50 % of the scholars have gone up or down 5 rank positions around the mean, 95 % of the scholars have gone up or down 10 rank positions, i.e. 2 standard deviations. The smaller the standard deviation, the smaller the change in the scholar's rank position in the two databases, thus the more stable the indicator is for cross-database scholar rankings. Different indicators produce ranks with less variance for different seniorities within the four different disciplines. Generally, the hybrid indicators that have been designed specifically to rank scholars, i.e., the g and hg indicators produced the least change in scholar position between the two databases, outperforming the h-index in all seniorities apart from junior scholars in Astronomy. There is a possible effect of small sample sizes on the statistic and thus the results are cautiously interpreted. Supplementing the differences with significance testing will not help us conclude if the results provide evidence that the change in rank position helped or hurt scholar performance. It is not possible to assume the sample values are sufficiently close to population values to calculate the standard error of estimate and informative confidence intervals (Altman 2005) .
Discussion
This paper proposes that scholar rankings in WoS and GS are primarily caused by a combination of indexing policies, citation matching algorithms, and the mathematical properties of the different indicators not the academic performance of the scholar. Building on the work of Bar-Ilan (2008) and Fiorenzo et al. (2013) this paper demonstrates, through the use of the harmonic and arithmetic mean scores, that WoS and GS provide quite different amounts of publications and citations and index a different number of authors per paper. This means that hybrid indicators that combine two or more of these three variables result in different numerical values and hence different scholar rankings. Extreme caution is advised when making comparisons of bibliometric indicators across fields and databases as variables influencing indicator values are clearly database dependent, (i.e. based deliberately on implemented indexing policies and software applications). Factors used to normalize indicators, such as the first publication registered for the scholar in the database, the amount of publications and citations to these included in the database, the proportion of within database citations and the availability of information on the number of co-authors indexed from the author by-line in an article are highly dependent on the depth of indexing policies in the databases. As a result very different values are used in calculating the normalized indicators in the two databases and apparently unsystematic scholar rankings are the result between databases as well as when compared to other indicator rankings in the same database. The AWCRpa indicator is a good example.
One consequence for scholars who are ranked in evaluation studies, is that the same indicators calculated for the same scholar, but in two different databases, might provide a 
Public Health
PhD, n4 and Salini (2012) found that the different structures and indexing policies of four databases (Current Index to Statistics, WoS, Scopus and GS) identified different ''situations'' for the same scholar. Likewise, Patel et al. (2013) found that the calculation discrepancy of the hindex scores in WoS, GS and Scopus databases were due to the scholar's age, impact of time period covered by the database and the professional status of the scholar, who in Patel's study were physicians. Similar to this present paper, Patel also found superior performance in hybrid indicators. The h-index was more consistently calculated between the databases than raw publication counts or citation counts. They found a greater reliability between WoS and Scopus, (Cronbach's alpha 0.91) than between the GS and Scopus (0.85), or WoS and GS (0.82). It is not the aim of this paper to provide an in depth investigation of database variables that can influence indicator values, please refer instead to Jacsó (2008) who provides an overview of the variables that effect indicator values.
Below is a list of the database variables identified in Jascó's study that were observed whilst calculating the indicators and ranking the samples in this paper:
1. the structure of the database (i.e., scope, completeness of disciplinary indexing, version or license, (retrospective capacity), composition, breadth, consistency of source coverage of the cited references, type of source documents and journal base). 2. software issues (i.e., the citation matching algorithm, methods of collecting, ranking and importing citation information, citation matching software, syntactic matching of author names, the visibility of references that can't be matched). 3. computational issues (i.e., the inclusion of self-citations, the scholars ''academic age'' and corresponding time period covered by the database).
The success of the database for locating citations is field-dependent as some sources provide better coverage of certain disciplines and publication-types than others. Lancho- Barrentes and Guerrero (2010) found that average values of indicators depend on citation habits of different disciplines, but cannot be separated from the proportion of with-in database references. The descriptive statistics of the dataset used in this present paper clearly illustrate similar citing patterns in Astronomy and Public Health, which are completely alien to Philosophy and Environmental Science, (see Fig. 1 ). The results also show that WoS provided less publication and citation data for all four disciplines than GS, and even though the dataset had been thoroughly cleaned to remove duplicates and erroneous data, the raw publication count was between 2 and 4 times lower for all disciplines in WoS than GS, while the raw citation count was up to 13 times lower in WoS than in GS (see Tables 4 , 5, 6, 7) . The profiles of the scholars ranked at the bottom of the disciplines when the P, C and CPP indicators were used as the ranking factors, were scholars affiliated with Southern or Eastern European institutions who published primarily in their national languages; they were amongst others Spanish, Italian, Polish, Bulgarian and Czech. Furthermore, there was a vast difference in the amount of bibliographic data for Philosophers in WoS compared to GS, resulting in a low correlation of the rankings between databases and large differences in scholar rankings. In Philosophy, GS identified twice as many citations per paper and the AWCR indicator in this discipline is 7 times larger than in WoS. This is because GS links to a broader set of publication types in addition to articles and reviews, including books and journals and works written in languages other than English, which are important for Philosophy.
Even though the amount of publications and citations found in each database was very different, it was somewhat surprising that the correlation of scholar rankings between the databases was so strong. Manual mapping of scholar rank position showed that the strong correlations were due to either agreement between scholar rankings in the top or in the bottom rank positions. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate this paper's argument that a high correlation value is not enough to assume useful performance rankings across databases, hence one must look at where the correlation is. The commonality in Philosophy is caused by the lack of publication and citation information and thus the correlation exists mainly for scholars positioned at the bottom of the ranking where both WoS and GS have little or no bibliographic data registered for the scholar. These are not scholars who are lacking publications on their CV, yet for a number of reasons they are not visible in either of the two databases. For publication-based indicators the correlation between the indicator rankings at the seniority-level was more moderate than at the disciplinary-level. It was expected senior researchers to have produced more publications and thus have a greater visibility than their younger colleagues in the databases, but this was not the case. The agreement between rankings based on publication indicators was low for all disciplines, and the agreement does not increase systematically with the seniority of the researchers. This paper concludes that the low agreements are an expression of the extent to which the scholar's specialty and discipline are indexed differently in the two databases. Yet the correlation of the indicator values based on the publication and citation counts were generally strong, apart from in Philosophy where only the hg index scored a s value[0.80. It was found that this strong correlation coincided with scholars showing either a low presence or no presence in WoS and GS rather than the top performing scholars.
The hybrid indicators showed a greater agreement between ranks at the seniority level than publication or citation-based indicators. As WoS and GS have such highly different collection policies it was not expected indicator values and scholar rank position to be similar. Therefore the ability of the g and hg to present less varied rankings in the two databases was impressive. Despite publication and citation counts varying between WoS and GS, the hg index both correlates strongly for all disciplines and seniorities, and produces the highest percentage of agreement between rankings; thus outperforming h. The correlation of g was weaker than the correlation of h, yet the percentage agreement is not noticeably improved by using either the h or g index. The result for hg is (Astronomy between s 0.67 and 0.97, percent agreement between 13 and 76 %; Environmental Science 0.39 and 0.90, percent agreement 20-42 %; Philosophy 0.88 and 1.00, percent agreement 35-87 %, and Public Health 0.85 and 1.00, percent agreement 52-61 %). The result challenges the stability of the h-index as an indicator unaffected by the long-tails in citation rank distribution and robustness of the h-value, as a value that does not varying greatly if the number of documents included changes significantly (Vanclay 2007; Courtault and Hayek 2008) . hg incorporates productive and highly cited papers by using the geometric mean as an estimate of the central point and appears to provide a better indication of researcher rankings across databases. The hg index avoids the problem of a big influence that a highly cited article can introduce on the g-index but still includes the highly cited papers that h ignores. Can this property be a possible reason for its consistency in ranks among the two databases, as it alleviates the higher number of citations received by more highly cited articles in GS compared to WoS? It was observed that the averages in GS were much higher than they were in WoS. However, caution is advised as the h and g values used in the computation of hg are by no means equivalent and cannot rationally be combined in this way to produce an indicator with improved discriminatory power (Franceschini and Maisano 2011) . Nevertheless, this paper makes no assumptions about what the indicator says about a scholars' excellence. The hg fulfills its original intention as a ranking indicator (Alonso et al. 2010) , and the standard deviation of the differences between scholar rankings show that the g and hg indicators produced rankings with less variance than the other indicators derived from two very different citation databases.
Database structure, software, computational issues and disciplinary citing traditions have a direct effect on the indicator value, but at the author-level, another influencing variable warranting discussion is the mathematical property of the indicators. This study demonstrates the problems that one might encounter when calculating indicators on a small aggregate of data and the consequence this can have on the perceived effect of scholarly performance. In the computation of citation-based indicators not all papers and citations are used. They are limited only to those papers included in the database and further limited by the criteria of the indicators, for example, only papers published after a certain year, academic age, a cut off point for citations or normalizing for number of authors, which all invariably make interpreting the indicator-value even more complex. To choose appropriate indicators, we must understand the data we are working with, what they represent, and the distribution of citations to publications and hence consider the reliability of the inferences we can draw from it. Simple citation counts for each publication is only informative when put into context of the amount and type of publications a scholar has published over the length of his/her career. Average-based indicators attempt to summarize the typical performance of the scholar, resulting in a single number that can be used to compare scholars. However, if applied incorrectly, the averages can be misinformative of the importance of the scholar, as the scholar may be cited fewer times than the average seems to suggest. The arithmetic average, as in the CPP, standardizes the citation rate and approximates the typical when the shape of the distribution of citations to publications is symmetrical or normally distributed. But, this is hardly ever the case. Citation distributions are commonly skewed to the right; containing many publications with low citation values and relatively few publications with high citation values. Logically, as citation distributions are highly skewed they should not be arithmetically averaged, hence the appeal of htype indicators that attempt to correct skewed data. Roediger (2006) points out in his column on the validity of the h-index, that h is similar to the mode in that it is not sensitive to extreme values. But h is as previously discussed not robust. Transforming the data and using alpha and velocity levels to provide more robust indications of individual-level performance has been suggested as an effective improvement on h-type indicators, but these types of indicators become very complex and less reproducible. Moreover, the data used in this study was so skewed that it is not close enough to lognormal to be handled using log-transformations, however square roots, as in hg and AW, yielded a distribution that is close enough to normal to apply standard techniques. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the geometric mean based hg index produced a more stable comparative estimate of scholar impact than the arithmetic mean or mode, which is what h approximates.
The difficulty of calculating effective individual-level bibliometric indicators is related to the skewed distribution of citations to publications. Because of this skew, the mathematical properties of indicators can fit some ratios of citations to papers better than others, and can inadvertently favour or disfavour scholars or disciplines. Regardless of their simplicity and the skewed distribution of citation averages (Haustein and Larivière 2015) , we must think carefully about how useful they are as indicators. In general, the arithmetic mean is not effective because aside from its presence in a normal distribution, it is not representative of the majority of documents. Neither is the median appropriate since it disregards the most frequently cited document, and cannot fully represent the citation impact of a set of papers. Suggested solutions are to provide the standard deviation with the mean and additional distribution-based indicators such as citation percentiles. Like h-type indicators, percentile indicators, Ptop10 % or PPTop10 % provide information about the productivity and impact of a scholar in a single figure (Waltman and Schreiber 2013) . In addition, percentile indicators eliminate the arbitrary cut-off points that are built into an indicator construction (see for example case studies of the h-and g-index in Schreiber 2013a, b). Because they are normalized for document type, field and publication year, percentiles can legitimately be used to verify if scholars are performing above or below expectation (Bornmann and Marx 2013) . Nevertheless, percentile indicators can be adjusted to assess the top, middle or bottom percent, so their usefulness is still limited to how well the ''field'' is defined. Typically a ''field'' is based on journal categorization and is specified on the basis of the indexing policies of the database and/or related to the extent to which the scholar's specialty is represented in the database. In light of this, percentiles add a layer of complication to individual-level bibliometrics and this paper suggests that the effectiveness of averages should not be disregarded in favour of more complicated approaches. Perhaps the solution is to develop percentile-like indicators similar to the CWTS internal coverage indicators but based instead on coverage relative to the scholar's CV. One simply counts the eligible number of works which are visible in the index and divide that number with the total number of scholarly works in the CV. With this approach, one can get an indication of how relevant an assessment exercise becomes for the individual.
Alternatively, if integer values are required to benchmark performance rankings, the solution is to use the appropriate average instead of the most common one, i.e. the arithmetic. Using an inadequate average can lead to incorrect results and poor decisions. In this paper the aggregate arithmetic and harmonic mean indicator values are compared to investigate if different counting methods affect our concept of the ''average'' scholar in WoS and GS. The ratio between average indicator values was used to illustrate the differences between the two databases. Due to the variability in the amount of publications scholars produce and the number of citations these publications receive, the concept of ''average performance'' can have a range of predictions and it is difficult to prove a correct, truthful representation. This means that assessing if a scholar is performing above or below an average is highly dependent on where and how the average is calculated. The arithmetic mean, as used in a similar study by Franceschet (2010) , is a parametric statistic that can be distorted if used to find the central tendency of very skewed data. To find the arithmetic mean of a set of n numbers, add the numbers in the set and divide the sum by n. This calculation assumes the distribution is not skewed and there are no outliers. Logically, this is not appropriate in bibliometrics. The harmonic mean is calculated by adding the reciprocals of a set of n numbers, dividing the sum by n, and then taking the reciprocal of the result. It is recommended in situations where extreme outliers exist in the population, as in citation distributions, and when comparing averages of different sized groups.
In this analysis, the accuracy of indicator scores could be improved by removing some of the input data that is creating a distorted bibliometric bias. In other words, fit the data to a more accurate model of average scholar performance, resulting in a more correct numerical representation of scholar performance (Hagen 2008; Tol 2009 ). Therefore as the dataset used in this paper contains different sized groups, extreme outliers and is highly skewed, it is assumed that the harmonic mean is a more suitable estimate of average indicator value and thus the appropriate benchmark of average expectations to scholar performance. The harmonic mean did however underestimate the average and tended to aggravate the impact of small outliers, specifically the lower performers rather than the higher ones. This stood in contrast to the arithmetic mean, which overestimated the average advantage of high performing scholars. One could argue that the large outliers are the really interesting objects in individual assessments and must not be ignored in scholar rankings. For this reason, this paper assumes an ''above average'' scholar would produce values higher than the aggregated mean. For example, the arithmetic mean number of publications for a scholar in Environmental Science using data from WoS is 32, compared to 75 in GS while the harmonic mean in WoS, 11.6 and in GS is 41.7. Seventyfive publications is a very high average benchmark, but this leads one to question the realistic nature of the other average estimates. To put the results in perspective aggregated h-indicator values in Astronomy were compared to previous bibliometric studies. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , both the arithmetic and harmonic predictions of a typical hindex value proved to be misleading. The difference in expectations to average performance in WoS, GS and ADS, and using different means gave conflicting results. If, as is assumed, data from the ADS database produces numerical values that are accepted as representative in the Astro-community, the indicator values calculated using data from WoS and GS produce a very distorted concept and expectation of what is considered useful as a measure of average performance. The type of mean matters in benchmarking the average performance of ranked scholars, and creates expectations related to performance, particularly with respect to our concept of a below or above average scholar. Serious consideration is warranted, as measuring expected performance with contrasting averages is not very accurate. The implementation of inappropriate averages in scholar assessment can result in disillusioned scholars and misinformed assessors. Bibliometric counting methods need to be validated against accurate notions of expected performance, accepted by the scholar community. In the above example bibliometric data for Astronomers was used, extracted from a database regarded as inclusive, and found that both the arithmetic and harmonic means poorly fit the empirical data (Hagen 2008) .
The investigation in this paper is limited. First, the possibility of selection bias due to the sampling process cannot be ruled out, and how it can influence the results in important ways (Schneider 2013) . It is evident that the researcher selection and citation matching processes used to generate the dataset, under no circumstances can be considered as probability sampling procedures from known finite populations where each member has a known probability of selection, e.g. (Freedman et al. 2007 ). Yet this is the premise for most non-experimental social science data sets. Like so many other social science data sets, the dataset used in this paper is a convenience sample. However, unlike most other studies, in the absence of a known stochastic data-generation mechanism, the data is not submitted to significance tests, or used to produce confidence intervals, as they are meaningless under such circumstances, e.g. (Berk and Freedman 2003; Schneider 2013 Schneider , 2015 . Without a known stochastic data-generation mechanism applied to real-world data, addressing sampling uncertainty is meaningless. Here, statistical inference based on sampling theory is absent. Second, the version of WoS this study had access to limits the representativeness of the investigation because access to conference papers was limited and the book citation index was not available. Candidates for tenure and promotion demonstrate performance in a number of different ways and in this paper the comparison of researchers is limited to just one scenario, that is, the rank of scholars to their peers. This is one possible way in which candidates can be compared in order to satisfy minimum scholarship expectations of productivity and readership.
The value of results must be seen in relation to previous comparable findings. Calculating bibliometric statistics at the individual level means the indicator values are very subjective and heavily influenced by the scholar's specialty, publication history, age and language of publication (Jascó 2008) . Ideally, the representation of each scholar in the citation databases and their resulting indicator values should be judged individually to assess if observations are due to chance or of real practical importance (Gorard 2006) .
Conclusions
This paper examines three research questions: 1) the extent rankings with author-level indicators produce similar ranks between researchers in GS and WoS, 2) if different counting methods affect our concept of the ''average'' scholar, and 3) the effect of discipline and seniority on scholar rankings and our concept of the average scholar.
Correlation coefficients alone were not sufficient to analyze the similarities in rank; therefore the correlation analysis was supplemented by manually counting the agreement in rank positions to understand where the correlation actually was. It was found that a strong correlation between scholar rankings was primarily due to a lack of data in both databases rather than agreement in rankings of top performing scholars. Scholar rankings based on author-level indicators in WoS and GS put a different value on the perceived effect of the individual scholar's performance, resulting in apparently haphazard ranking in the two databases that could be counterproductive for evaluation. Despite the problems with database dependence and missing data, the hg indicator provided a potential robust indication of scholar ranking, comparable across both WoS and GS. The g indicator was also potentially robust, but to a lesser extent. The hg indicator produced the highest agreement in cross-database rankings and least variance in rank positions across disciplines and seniorities, possibly because of the use of the geometric mean of the h and g indices in the calculation. The geometric mean gives larger weight to smaller values than larger values of variables in a positively skewed distribution, which fits both the classic citation distribution and accommodates the differences in publications and citations in WoS and GS. In science it is the extremely valuable and influential papers that usually represent the great breakthroughs and hg captures this feature. It will be interesting in further studies to examine the across database stability of other author-level indicators based on the geometric mean such as the Q2 (Cabrerizo et al. 2012) or the t-index (Tol 2009 ).
The differences in indicator values when calculated across different databases may have implications if used in assessing scholar rankings and in benchmarking average performance. It matters for the ranking of scholars which citation database is used to calculate the author-level indicators, which indicator is used as the ranking factor, and how the average is calculated. WoS produced good numbers but was noticeably weaker in its representation of Philosophy than GS, which is why it is important to use the correct database and the correct indicator for the field/specialty. Informed choice of indicator and benchmark values and importantly how they are calculated is vital for a fair ranking assessment. Although the concept of an average may seem simple, it is important to consider which average to use and to communicate to the intended audience the method of deriving the average and the rationale for doing so. This paper recommends therefore, that end-users begin by exploring the distribution of their bibliographic data before calculating, if necessary, any bibliometric indicators. This way they can make an informed choice about the indicator that provides the best mathematical model for estimating the average effect of their publications.
The hg and g indicators produced the least variance between scholar ranks and the stability of these indicators in cross-database rankings is worth investigating further. Yet it is important to reiterate, no one indicator fits all situations and to use common sense in application. The best option is to use a set of bibliometric indicators to compare the Scientometrics (2015) 
